THE NEXUS
Nexus (noun) :
1.
2.
3.
4.

a means of connection; tie; link.
a connected series or group.
the core or center, as of a matter or situation.
Cell Biology. a specialized area of the cell 		
membrane involved in intercellular communication
and adhesion.

A pedestrian bridge between Moynihan Station and
Hudson Yards is an exciting opportunity to activate
the existing context, generate more urban meeting
places and foster a healthy community.
The site between 8th and 10th Avenues is currently
dominated by car traffic. The number of road
intersections and the lack of public gathering space
result in a lifeless zone, even though there are
massive flows of workers and student population
in the area.
With the rehabilitation success of Highline and
the upcoming development in the neighborhood,
a pedestrian and bike-friendly platform will be in
urgent demand to bridge the activity gap. The Nexus
aims to channel all the old and new urban energies
and transform the under-developed areas into
multifunctional hubs. The web-looking structure
brings upon a synergy that not only strengthens
pedestrianism, but most importantly enhancing the
well-being of the community and its citizens.
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The form of Nexus has been derived from the
qualities and potentials of the existing urban fabric. In
direction to the Shed, the pedestrian bridge connects
Moynihan Station, Meyers Parking, and Kaufmann
hall linking diverse profiles of users including
office workers, students, residents and visitors. To
accommodate various speeds and means of travel,
two routes are provided on separate levels between
8th and 9th Avenues. From the new plaza, the fast
lane is a straight-forward path that allows bikers
and time-conscious pedestrians to get from A to B
quickly, while the leisure lane meanders between
the north and south blocks along W. 31st Street,
serves as a connecting scenic path. The two routes
merge into one platform at the Kaufman Hall where
several gathering spaces are designed to engage
pedestrians such as patio restaurants, a public
outdoor library and an urban farming lot. Before
connecting to the Highline at W. 30th Street Junction,
the bridge extends onto a sports playground in the
form of bleachers, hosting a public audience.
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THE FAST AND LEISURE PATHS
Two routes are designated to accommodate
various speeds and means of travel. The fast
path is a straight forward route and cuts both
current walking and cycling time by 60%.
The leisure path is a zig-zag route connecting
different buildings providing places to pause
and lookout.

Pennsylvania station

Activated areas
ACTIVATION ZONES
The placement and the type of activation
zones target existing users of the site.
Meyers parking

A VIBRANT PUBLIC REALM
The multifunctional hubs
of Nexus aim to engage
users in a pleasant public
experience with activities
and spectacles. The various
gathering spaces along the
way encourage spontaneity
and cultivate a sense of
community.

TERMINAL STATION PARK

PARK N’ GO

THE PLAZA

The ground level next to the Go Bus station
is transformed into a green park and
connected to the elevated bridge with an
elevator and escalators. The tall trees in the
park not only create a more pleasant waiting
area for passengers on the ground, but
with the voids in the deck, the tree tops can
animate the bridge as visual landscaping.

The garage structure is connected
to both the fast and leisure paths.
Its rooftop is used for urban farming
and accessible with an outdoor
staircase along its green facade.

The plaza acts as an attractive
gathering point for the pedestrians.
and hosts a bike parking station
under the ramp. The open area
caters to patio cafes and restaurants,
also serves as a public venue for
social events.

SPORTS PLAYGROUND
The previously under-used lot
is transformed into a split level
playground with a basketball court
and a skate park. This active zone
not only provides alternative workout options, but also stages social
spectacles in the community.

URBAN FARMING
The rooftop of the existing
building is used for urban farming,
encourages the community to
cultivate their own crops.

THE COMMUNE
A mix of marketplace and
outdoor book-sharing library
encourages knowledge-transfer
in both gastronomy and culture .

THE PAVILION

The destinations

A suspended structure from the existing building
supporting and connecting both the fast and
leisure routes. An elevated urban landmark that
offers shelter in the open area.
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THE PLAZA
In the proximity of the Moynihan and Pennsylvania
Stations, the plaza is a welcoming meeting
point with alfresco food and beverage options
to accommodate passengers, pedestrians and
cyclists before, during or after their travel. The
Nexus is easily accessible at multiple entry
points around the plaza and an observation
route is integrated for those who wish to pause
in the cityscape.
From the street, a 5m wide ramp brings both
pedestrians and cyclists up to 6m above grade
where it connects to the 2F terrace at the
Touro College Building and the intersection of
the fast and leisure lanes. Continuing towards
the Moynihan Station entrance along the
leisure path, one could head to the direction
of Hudson Yards or climb further to the 10m
high observation deck for a city view. The route
ends at the 3F terrace where an elevator shaft
provides accessibility to all.
The bike station is located under the ramp.
Together with the vicinity of public transportation,
passengers will find it convenient to combine
different means of transport. With a centrallylocated big screen, the open plaza is full of
social event potentials from a weekly market,
a multi-level performance space to an evening
outdoor cinema.
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A MULTI-LEVEL EXPERIENCE
Apart from its own split-level structure that separates the fast and the slow travelers, Nexus animates
the public realm with a multi-level experience at each junction, extending either to unused building
rooftops or empty lots on the ground.
At the Meyers Parking Building, commuters can walk directly onto the bridge with exterior stairs, a
tribute to the iconic fire escapes in Manhattan. The stairs also leads to the rooftop garden where urban
farming lots are offered to the neighboring community. The facade is integrated with vertical greens to
filter the vehicle emissions from the carpark and supply cleaner air to the pedestrians.
GARAGE AS A PUBLIC STRUCTURE

9.00m
5.60m
access to the fast path from the 2nd floor
access to the leisure path from the 3rd floor
access to the rooftop from the leisure path

The Nexus connects to the sports playground with a bleacher structure. The elevated pedestrians can
disperse to the ground level walking down the steps, watch a game while having their meal, or even
practice during a break. A skate park half pipe is sculpted into the ground surrounding the basketball
court, giving another urban exercise option while maximizing the spatial potential at this prime spot.
OPTIMIZING THE ELEVATED STRUCTURE TO HOST DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES
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CREATING A COMMUNITY

SHADOW ANALYSIS

FURNITURE ADAPTABILITY

In order to balance the current heavy vehicle
circulation on the ground level between 9th
and 10th Avenues, the Nexus hosts a social
commune at the Kaufman Hall Junction where
various activities encourage people to stay. On
the elevated platform above the Go bus terminal,
a book-sharing public library and patio restaurants
provide pleasant waiting areas for the passengers.
A rooftop area that receives the maximum amount
of sunlight exposure is designated into an urban
farming zone. The presence of farming in a city
context not only benefits the community but also
the environment. With the possibility of having
locally grown crops, a farmers market or a farm-totable experience can happen regularly.
The use of modular public furniture enhances a
flexible and adaptive space. The space-sharing
nature of this area ensures fresh experiences for
passengers and the local community.
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STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
The design intent is to integrate the bridge
structure into the existing context. Therefore,
a minimal and symbiotic structure has been
proposed to ensure minimum obstacles
beneath the bridge and maximum transparency
above. The overall bridge is conceived as a
series of triangles spanning between buildings
for their structural stability and efficiency. The
web-looking platform also ensures ample
light penetration in the void so that trees
and vegetation can grow from the ground
and flourish among the elevated bridge as
landscaping elements.
Based on the current context, we have identified
three types of structural scenarios: a deck with
column support, a deck cantilevered from
existing building, and a suspended structure
from existing building.
The Pavilion is a structural showpiece at the
intersection of 9th Avenue and W 31st Street.
Nestled at the corner of an office building, it
is pivotal in supporting the fast and leisure
platforms between Moynihan Station and the
US Postal Office, allowing the Nexus to leap
between W30th and W31st Streets. In the
same spirit of the minimal bridge, the Pavilion
is composed of 4 triangles: two bigger ones
suspended from the adjacent building forming
a tent to provide shelter at the top, and two
smaller ones brace the bottom platform into
the overall structure.
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SCENARIO 1 - A DECK SUPPORTED BY COLUMN

SCENARIO 2 - A CANTILEVERED DECK FROM A BUILDING

SCENARIO 3 - A SUSPENDED STRUCTURE FROM A BUILDING

M AT E R I A L I T Y A N D S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

F A S T P AT H - S M A R T P A V E M E N T
A smart flooring solution could be used
along the fast path to generate electricity
from movement and collect data for
analysis.

BRIDGE LIGHTING
The collected energy from the fast path
tiles could be used for lighting the bridge.
Continuous strip lights are embedded
along the railing design, both on the
upper and lower parts of the structure.

L E I S U R E P AT H - S O L A R P A V E M E N T
A solar stone pavement could be used
for the leisure path that charges during
day-time and glows at night. The selfilluminated path can help conserve
energy.

U P C YC L E D M O D U L A R F U R N I T U R E
The modular urban furniture pieces could
be made from recycled thermoplastic
waste material. By integrating proper
waste-sorting station along the bridge,
the pedestrians could contribute to
the reusability of their plastic waste.
The material harvested in turn could
be recycled into more public furniture
pieces.

R A I N W AT E R H A R V E S T I N G
The new platforms could be equipped
with a piping network and storage tanks
both above and below ground to collect
rainwater. It would help reduce runoff and
flooding by capturing and using water on
site such as irrigating the urban farming
lot and replenishing the water feature at
the plaza.

A DAY AT THE NEXUS COULD BE LIKE THIS...
Tax free for a
month to celebrate
4th of July.

10:30 at a coffee shop in the Plaza

Yeah! Great
news to start
my day.

I can have one more
cup of coffee. Rachel
will definitely be
late.

SAM

It’s 11.30
already, where
is she?

Thank god for this
bridge and now I can
still grab a coffee before
the train departs.

Rachel! Are you coming
to the exhibtion at the
Shed this evening?!

Oh, it’s on your
left after this
entrance.
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11:30 Moynihan Station

12:00 after Rachel’s skateboard session
12:30 Weekly Farmers Market

OH NO! We are too
late! Everything in
the market is gone!
Rachel!
I see you!

Sam! I’ll be
there in a sec.

12:02 Park n’ Go

We’ll see, talk later!
I’m LATE!

Hi! Do you know
where is the train
ticket counter?

HEL

Excuse me...BUT GET
OUT OF MY WAY,
EVERYONE!

HEY!
YOUR ORDER
IS HERE!
Actually they are not
sold out, just head over
to the yard and pick
them up!!

What do you mean?
I have already ordered
them through their APP.

19:30 Suprise Engagement Party

19:00 Observation Deck

Aww! That’s so
romantic.

WILL YOU BE MY
WIFE?

Rachel Johnson,
will you marry
me?

Thank you
everyone! I did
not expect any
of this.

I DO !

18:00 the Pavilion

Remember when
we first met on this
bridge?

Of course.
You bumped into
me with your
skateboard.

Meanwhile, let me check
what’s new to borrow
here.

15:00 Communal Library

RACHEL

Such a
beautiful
structure.

That was such a great
lunch. I think I need
some time here to
digest them.

We should check out
the movie in the plaza
later. You will never guess
which one it is.

So... are we still
going to The Shed
later?

Congratulations
Rachel & Sam!
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INDUCING AN URBAN RENEWAL
The Nexus is inspired by the urban energies of Manhattan and
the ideals of the following visionaries:
“ First life, then spaces, then buildings – the other way around never
works” – Jan Gehl.
“ The point of cities is multiplicity of choice” – Jane Jacobs
A bridge design is much more than a structural solution to
connect destinations. It should be about creating pleasant
urban spaces that invite the public to participate in their own
ways. It should be a platform that provides choices to move
and live around the city. Its ultimate goal is to create a vibrant
community that continues to flourish and evolve on its own.
Only by studying the lives of the existing and future users in the
neighborhood and developing a series of engaging venues for
these people, the proposed structure can succeed in activating
the gap between Moynihan Station and Hudson Yards. Together
with the Highline, the Shed and the Vessel, the Nexus will
contribute to the urban renewal of the Midtown district.

